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About This Game
Incandescent is a fast paced action arcade game that scales the difficulty to your skill level. The goal is simple, pilot your ship
and defend yourself against waves of unique enemies and bosses. Different powerups will drop to help you with upgrades to
your weapons and health.
Features:
- Each play through is different and tailored to your skill level.
- Addicting gameplay that you can't put down.
- Unique bosses to challenge you.
- You can use a controller or mouse and keyboard.
- Includes a scanline feature for a more authentic arcade experience.
- Supports 720p, 1080p and 1440p.
- Local leaderboard.
- Detailed stats screen at the end of the play through.
Are you ready to battle enemy ships and attain the highest score? Incandescent awaits!
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I'll start by saying the Myst series is one of my favorites of all time. However, while this game more or less ganked stuff right
out of the series, this did very little to reel me in. I got Riven vibes up the wazoo from the very first part of the game, right down
to the soundtrack. There's really something just so beautifully nostalgic about that gonging bell sound. So I was optimistic going
in and I honestly really enjoyed the first batch of puzzles a lot, even though I was immediately put off by the inclusion of 3D
modeled people\/NPCs. Liiiittle bit too uncanny valley. But then things kind of slid downhill for me from there, and rather than
relishing the Myst series similarities, I started resenting them for not living up to the standard. It felt like Riven, Exile, and End
of Ages were all mashed hopelessly together and created a little bit of an inconsistent mess. And the mysterious atmosphere was
totally lost to the addition of a visible player character and relatively populated areas. I feel it would have benefited more by
sticking to deserted locations with minor outside interaction, but that could just be a preference.
Pros:
-Nostalgic vibes
-Nice soundtrack (one track in the beginning sounds straight out of an 80s fantasy movie and I LOVE it)
-Good puzzles
-Beautiful environments
Cons:
-Unclear and contrived story. What lore we're given is rushed and unimportant, giving us nothing to use when we need to discern
our next step.
-Horrifying character models that really just don't hold up.
-TERRIBLE voice acting. Like, truly just awful.
-Certain things are complicated needlessly. You finally shake an item free of where it's lodged then are forced to find it where it
fell on the floor, and it was absolutely hidden from you on purpose. Why.
-Certain necessary items you need to pick up and use are not super visible or apparent so you can easily get stuck, which forces
you to literally scour every inch of ground you've already walked just in case you missed something.
-It is rarely made clear what you're supposed to do next after completing one line of puzzles since you're able to draw nothing
from context. It gets particularly annoying in the Na-Tiexu section where the little orphan children are. At no point are you
given instruction of any kind other than "make the bird sing" for which you are given no indication that you've done this
successfully.
-Super abrupt ending with elements that are confusing and make no sense, but that ties more in with Con #1
The Rivenesque feel to things did count for a lot with me, Riven being my top favorite in the Myst series, but overall it wasn't
enough to compensate for the negative points. At $4.99 you're certainly not breaking the bank buying this game, but even so, I'd
still recommend you buy on sale if you buy at all.. You could pay $5 to play this on Steam,
Or you could literally play online for free.
http://www.onemorelevel.com/game/happy_room
I dunno about you but I'd rather just play the free version.. I've been looking for an economic sim game for a while now and this
is very similar to a modern version of capitalism and capitalism 2. Gameplay centers around getting production lines set up and
selling your goods on the market. The main problem that I've run into is the computer AI opponents seem to go out of business
after a couple of years of game time. It seems like the AI tries to take out too many loans and then scatters their production
around in multiple areas instead of focusing until it has a strong income built up.
Everything is fairly well polished except for the AI. If the AI gets improved this will be one of the best economic/management
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games that's come out in a while.. Adds nothing of value to the game. I got finnaly dragon lore and kneif T.T
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Space Combat done RIGHT!!! WOW!!! a dev who is a true artist! Great ship control....Impactful combat!
Something special here,...i cant wait til its finished!
. Beating this game was a grueling thing. When I played this game for the first time years ago I thought it was really cool and
ended up beating it. The first stage is probably one of the toughest, and it makes you think, "wow, there's probably a lot to do in
this game" but really there isn't. There's a combat area, then a peaceful area. Eventually you run out of things to spend money on
and you can't buy most of the weapons until the very end of the game when you probably found them anyway.
There's maybe only 3 or 4 music tracks, and the whole game felt really rushed. This could have been a good game, and there
could even be a sequel in the works.
All in all, if you can get this cheap its fun for about an hour and then thats about it.
This game did not age well.. All the other kids
with the pumped up kicks
you better run better run
In all seriousness, this is one of the best pro-LGBT games i've ever played.. I got the chance to play this game early, and I must
say, I was really impressed with it overall!
The game has an interesting art style, that might fool you into thinking this game isn't too hard, but you'd be surprised at how
quickly this game just picks up in difficulty! The game obviously has a few minor issues, since it's still in early access, but they
were very minor, and did not detract from the game substantially.
Here's a video of me playing the game, and giving my first impressions, should it interest you!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CbJrXGruIwo&feature=youtu.be. tmw I live on a poverty line with some stupid debts my
entire life, had gone through heavy alcoholism and smoking, and through some worse things, – and I've yet to kidnap, beat and
yell at people...
Seriously, though. Imagine someone like Robinson Crusoe being in this kind of "poverty". The man would take over the world..
Cute game, lots of fun. Very good, for what it is. Beat it in less than half an hour. I'm glad I have it!. Fun untill you encounter
waves of "zombie" knife bots, the bad control scheme and design ruin it all. While jumping you might hold on to a ledge you
did not want to, breaking the momentum and thus causing instant death by hoards of crazy stabing bots. Pressing Up for jump is
really a bad key binding, and there's no way to redefine keys.. Nothing works, even the tutorial. Looks like it might be fun, but
no way to know. Uninstalled and reinstalled twice, but no joy.. Absolutly fell in love with this game after the first few levels.
They take such a simple concept but through wonderful level design make it challenging but also guide you enough with well
placed atomixs in order to show you a possible path to the finish if you can time things right. Nice and fast paced and as soon as
you make a mistake you are right back into the action. no lull time which I find makes it hard to stop playing. Art stlye is very
fun and the hazards stand out nicely. We even made a video with our impressions!
https://youtu.be/7DKw_VNIpdo
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